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The Tradition of Spatial Writing:
The Case of the Palindrome in Between Literature and Architecture
Sotirios Varsamis

In his paper The History of the Lipogram (1970),

remain paraliterary monsters justiciable only to a

Georges Perec (1936-1982) talks about a tradition

symptomology whose enumeration and classification

of ‘writing as practice’ that has been overlooked

order a dictionary of literary madness.1 [emphasis

in dictionaries and respectful editions of literary

added]

history. Referring to the lipogram as a kind of writing
under constraint consisting of writing paragraphs or

But constraint writing and, in particular for this

longer works in which a particular letter or group of

paper, palindromes, seem to have existed since

letters is avoided, and by consequence to all sorts

writing itself, and until the nineteenth and twentieth

of anagrams, observes that this tradition is not

centuries were considered important poetic compo-

considered as important as other forms of literature.

sitions. For example, in ancient Greece palindromes

According to Perec:

were related to Orphic poetry and to the famous
poet Sotades (palindromes are also called Sotadic

This lexicographical ignorance is accompanied by a

verses). In Byzantium, palindromes were spiritual

critical misappreciation as tenacious as it is contemp-

texts related to religious architecture and often seen

tuous. Exclusively preoccupied with its great capitals

in church fountains, as at Agia Sofia in Constanti-

(Work, Style, Inspiration, World-Vision, Fundamen-

nople and Mount Athos in Greece, and in arches

tal Options, Genius, Creation, etc.), literary history

and domes. There are also numerous examples of

seems deliberately to ignore writing as practice, as

anagrams, lipograms, pangrams, acrostics, chrono-

work, as play. Systematic artifices, formal manner-

grams or palindromes specially composed for kings

isms (that which, in the final analysis, constitutes

and collected in beautiful and expensive editions,2

Rabelais, Sterne, Roussel…) are relegated to the

or in religious texts, such as the Cabala.3

registers of asylums for literary madmen, the ‘Curiosities’: ‘Amusing Library’, ‘Treasury of Singularities’,

But palindromes have also been very powerful

‘Philological Entertainments’, ‘Literary Frivolities’,

incantations.4 According to a book about magic that

compilations of a maniacal erudition where rhetorical

is attributed to medieval philosopher and theologian

‘exploits’ are described with suspect complaisance,

Albertus Magnus (1193-1280), palindromes could

useless exaggeration, and cretinous ignorance.

be written in various ways in grids and triangles,

Constraints are treated therein as aberrations, as

folded in paper and cloth, and even eaten to:

pathological monstrosities of language and of writing;
the works resulting from them are not even worthy to

… extinguish Fire without the aid of Water…

be called ‘works’: locked away, once and for all and

for the fever…

without appeal, and often by their authors themselves,

an excellent way to Prove wether a Person is a Witch

these works, in their prowess and their skillfulness,

or not …
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When a Cow has Calved or has the Fever and to

minated’.6 Baudrillard, referring to linear notions of

prevent that her Milk be taken during that year …

history that are no longer able to characterize or crit-

An Amulet for the Colic …

icize social phenomena at the turn of the twentieth

For Poisonous Air and Pestilence …

century, talks about a ‘retroactive form of history’.

For all sorts of Sorcery of Man and Beast … 5

This ‘reversion of history’7 is a non-linear history
that has the ability to move in multiple directions ‘in

Possibly it is this connection to religion, mysticism

loops and curls, in tropes, in inversion of meaning’.

and magic that determined the palindrome’s even-

Baudrillard turns to ‘poetic form’ in the anagram and,

tual demotion from poetry to linguistic oddity, as

more particularly, to ‘poetic reversibility’ to provide

lamented so vividly by Perec.

an insight into such a history as well as to suggest
how to deal with the events and periods it outlines

Mathematical and literary constraints under-

and analyses. Baudrillard suggests that the palin-

lined most of Perec’s work. He wrote La Disparition

drome provides an important tool to ‘serve in this

(1969), a 300-page novel, without using the letter ‘e’

time of retroversion of history’ and he uses the word

(apart from in the author’s name), which is the most

‘palindromology’ to introduce a rhetoric method, a

common vowel in French. Then he wrote another

kind of lecture that could express his concept:

shorter novel as an answer to the previous one in
which the only vowel used is the ‘e’. He is cred-

Are there social spoonerisms, an anagrammatic

ited with one of the longest and most fascinating

history (where meaning is dismembered and dispersed

palindromes ever written, L a Grande Palindrome

to the four winds of the earth, like the name of god

(1969), comprised of 1,247 words or 5,566 letters.

in the anagram), rhyming forms of political action,

But his most well-known novel Life A User’s Manual

events that can take on either this or that meaning?

(1978) is also structured on a system of superim-

The palindrome [A word, verse or sentence that reads

posed mathematical and linguistic constraints. The

the same backwards as forwards. Ex.: HannaH.], this

three main ones are: a) the 10´10 bi-Latin squares

poetic and rigorous figure of palinode [recantations]

that determine the distribution of characters, stories

would do well to serve in this time of retroversion of

and other elements in each chapter, b) the Knights

history with a burning lecture (perhaps Paul Virilio’s

move on the chessboard that determines the move-

dromology could eventually be replaced with a palin-

ment from chapter to chapter and c) a building with

dromology?).8 [emphasis added]

its façade removed.
By following Perec’s or Baudrillard’s references in
Another thinker and philosopher who demon-

the past it is easy to recognize that anagrams and

strated interest in the anagram and particular

constraints have been employed throughout history

the palindrome is Jean Baudrillard (1927-2007).

not only as magic spells to ‘extinguish fire without

Baudrillard, continuing Saussure’s linguistic theory,

water’ or as word puzzles for someone’s entertain-

uses the anagram to denote the arbitrariness of

ment, but also as a powerful theoretical tools by very

the signified/signifier relations, claiming that it is

important thinkers, philosophers, architects writers

a mechanism of destabilizing symbols, dispersing

and poets, including Cicero (106-43 BC), Vitruvius

them in an invisible but experiential world of a non-

(c. 80/70-c. 15 BC), Giordano Bruno (1548-1600)

linear discourse between cause and effect. This

and more recently in Ferdinand de Saussure

poetic space hidden or revealed by the ‘poetic form’

(1857-1913) and Stéphane Mallarmé (1842-1898).

and manifested by the anagram and the palindrome

In architectural constraints Cicero found a tool to

is where the solid structure of language is ‘exter-

distinguish and define the materiality of language
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and memory within a linguistic system that could be

based on the study of the ancient Latin poems dedi-

called Latin sign theory. He once claimed that he

cated to Saturn.12 Mallarmé, possibly influenced by

could not make a proper argument indoors, away

the same circle of thinkers and writers, constructed

from the repository of signifiers that was the city

his famous poem Un Coup de Dés (1897) as a

with its buildings: ‘One can use words [Cicero said]

textual cube employing a number of mathemati-

to reply to an argument made with words. But how

cal and linguistic constraints. Using very careful

does one reply to the self-evident fact of a build-

mathematical and geometric calculations, mirror

ing?’ This repository of signifiers that is the city

symmetry in the centre of his poem, different fonts

needs its signified material to be expressed; words

and sizes he scattered seemingly in random words,

cannot stand by themselves and their body needs to

images and meanings in the text’s space, trans-

be moulded in matter either in stone or memory – as

forming the poem into the die itself. The outcome of

matter needs words – otherwise they cannot speak,

this process is that the reader produces meaning by

or at least cannot speak the same. Vitruvius, follow-

random outcomes of strictly defined gestures; like

ing Cicero’s theory as well as Platonic influences,

throwing dice.

9

constructed his seminal work Ten Books on Architecture as a unified body and he used the Pythagorean

The main intention of this paper is not to create a

building block of the world, the tetraktys, to provide

comprehensive history of anagrams or palindromes,

the reader with the spatial coordinates to orientate

but instead to examine possible spatial relations

him/herself within the ten books/scrolls that recre-

between this form of poetry and architecture. Return-

ate the unified body of architecture. Bruno in one

ing to Perec’s idea of ‘writing as practice, as work,

of his poems/emblems provides the image of the

as play’, as he describes literature in the History of

palindromic tree as a non-linear or branch-like

the Lipogram, is of great interest for architecture

argument that generates a continuous process of

because it suggests that the architectural text might

‘two-member bipartite divisions’.

10

This process of

be more than an element complementary to design;

divisions creates a ‘growth’ of pairs that enlarges

that is, something that simply describes a project,

constantly, pushing the multiplicity of these pairs to

tells a story behind a project or creates a project as

their ‘extreme differences’, until infinity. From that

a narrative. Recently there is a growing interest in

point and onwards and by squaring or growing the

the direction of writing as ‘practice’ in architecture

circle of this palindromic tree’s shadow, together

and architectural theory, as in the work of architec-

with its divisions, Bruno slowly starts to create the

tural critic Jane Rendell who, having as a starting

universe, the sun, the moon, the stars, the planets

point ‘the possibilities opened up for criticism by art-

and the explanations of things. It is interesting in

and site-writing’, defines ‘architecture-writing’ as an

Bruno’s image that a palindromic sequence made

interdisciplinary ‘critical-spatial practice’. According

of pairs of extreme differences of concepts like ‘light

to Rendell: ‘Architecture-writing also demands that

and shadows, cold and hot … thick and thin the

we consider the modes in which we write, as well

foundation of rhetoric, language and the world itself,

as the medium in which we practice criticism, to be

like a Pythagorean or a poststructuralist. Saussure

more than a description of content, but to define

developed his semiotic theory by looking back and

critical positions … ’13

11

studying ancient poetic anagrammatic forms like the
Saturnine Verses. Similar research took place in the

‘Writing as practice’, according to Perec, and

circles of the Parnassians and Symbolist poets, as

‘architecture-writing’, according to Rendell, bring

for example in Paul Verlaine’s (1844-1896) Poèmes

text into the very heart of the creative architec-

Saturniens (1863), a collection of sonnets he wrote

tural process. In this model text could be used
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as a design tool inviting the designer to take into

and architectural elements, and it is not coinciden-

consideration not only how writing unveils, as Perec

tal that we find them there. For example, it is not

claims, ‘Work, Style, Inspiration, World-Vision,

coincidental that when used in architecture, palin-

Fundamental Options, Genius, Creation, etc.’, but

dromes were traditionally placed on thresholds,

also how it becomes a ‘critical position’, a ‘formal

domes, arches and fountains. In that sense palin-

mannerism’, or a drawing itself; an architectural text

dromes could be considered very literally as a sort

that takes into consideration both text’s and archi-

of architectural writing, in that letters shared similar

tecture’s formal values, their ability to create spatial

values to the buildings blocks on which they were

experience and space.

inscribed: the threshold, the stairs, the dome, the
arch or the fountain itself.

In the example [fig. 1] from poet Publilius Optatianus Porfirius (fourth century AD), the poem takes

This kind of writing, which can be expressed

the form of an altar.14 The poem, following the

spatially in text and textually in architecture, I call

ancient Greek example of Dosidas’s altar poem,

spatial writing. Spatial writing includes examples

was likely written to be inscribed on an architec-

from both text and buildings.

tural feature but also, as a kind of formal writing,
was carefully calculated to share the similar form

There are examples of spatial writing from differ-

and principles of the object it was meant to repre-

ent periods under the name of either pattern, visual,

sent and be represented on. Such writing was not

formal, concrete poetry, combinatory literature or

meant to be part of an edition, poetry collection

literature under constraint. In the examples of spatial

or book and was not written to express solely, as

writing analysed from literature or poetry, this text-

Perec noted, ‘Work, Style, Inspiration, World Vision,

space is organized more like a building-space; it is

Fundamental Options, Genius, Creation, etc.’, but

multilayered, three-dimensional, temporal, based

formed as a writing for architecture, a writing like

on movement, and the geometric characteristics

(or on) architecture and as part of an architectural

of its elements can transfer forces, create bodies

feature. The poem was not treated separately from

and as a result be experienced retrospectively over

the object, the altar in this case, but together with

time, like a building. Such a context explains why,

the object on which it was written; text became

of all literature, types of spatial writing have been

the object itself. Such an idea is reinforced by the

widely used as inscriptions written on buildings and

content of the poem, which reveals that it is an altar

architectural features; it is because the meaning

to Apollo. In other words, we can view the poem as

of the text, its visual impact and spatial structure

an architectural drawing made with words.

combine with the physical elements and spatial
structure and work together to create a whole, an

Such examples of formal writing, a category

object, the building itself. When spatial writing, or in

in which palindromes also belong, demonstrate a

particular a palindrome, is written in a book taking

form of tradition. This tradition is related not only to

a triangular or cyclical form, it is not only decora-

literary theory but also to architecture, architectural

tive but consists of a spatial structure that shares

writing or ‘architecture-writing’. These examples of

the same principles with architecture and helps to

formal writing operate as objects in which a poem’s

create and keep together the space of the book. In

geometry and materials function together and can

these examples of spatial writing, text and drawing,

be experienced through reading, looking and touch-

books and buildings are organized and experienced

ing. Some kinds of formal writing were specially

similarly.

composed and carefully calculated for buildings
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Fig. 1: Optatianus poem in the form of an altar. Reconstruction based on: Porphyrius, Publilius Optatianus, Encyclopædia ad aram Pythiam Publilii Optatiani Porphyrii (Patavij, 1630).
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It seems plausible that such examples of
spatial writing in poetry and literature were initially

objects and here I am going to examine one from
each discipline.

composed as objects or ‘bodies’, closely related
to the physical values of the materials as well as

As an example of a palindromic space in a book,

to the structures on which they were supposed to

let us examine the image and palindrome [fig. 2]

be written. Carved in stone or written with metal

from a 1745 pamphlet entitled Coelum Orbis Teuto-

as architectural features and other objects, their

nici,15 which is part of a bigger collection of Latin

purpose was to create powerful images, signs,

poems gathered under the general title Tracts. This

which would teach, convey easily remembered

anthology of pamphlets collects poems from 1650

directions or demonstrate something from the exter-

to 1778, a time span of 128 years. The link between

nal reality of the gods and their divine logic. With

them is that they all consist of anagrams, cabalas,

the invention of printing, such kinds of spatial writing

chronograms or other types of constraints, either

were categorized and classified in printed works

religious or dedicated to important religious figures

and anthologies, but they carried something from

or rulers. In the pamphlet there are, among other

their original material characteristics. It seems that

anagrams and chronograms, seven illustrations of

spatial writing was used in printed works to transfer

Latin palindromes.

something from the solidity, credibility and experience of other objects or ‘bodies’ to the page or the

The first image [fig. 2] is the double-headed

book. Later, in structural and poststructural linguis-

eagle crowned and holding a sceptre, a sword and

tics, spatial writing was used to express the abstract

an orb. The double-headed eagle was the symbol

and material character of language and its ability

of the Byzantine Empire: later used by the Russians

to be used as an independent system capable of

and popular in the rest of Europe, it is still the

creating its own space: the space of language.

symbol of the Christian Orthodox Church. In general
the double-headed eagle is a symbol of royalty

In an attempt to contextualize palindromes

translated as one body that looks in two different

and demonstrate how spatial writing operates, let

directions. In the case of Byzantium, it symbolized

us examine a case where the practice of writing

an empire that existed geographically, culturally and

palindromes becomes an image-poem-book, or in

politically in between the West (Rome) and the East

different words a literary object. ‘Playing’ the palin-

(Constantinople). Like the eagle, another symbol

dromic game and looking towards one direction I

of the palindrome in the past has been Janus, the

call these examples Spatial Palindromes as intrinsic

Roman god who simultaneously looks in two differ-

spatial structures of texts and their relation to archi-

ent directions, east and west; from the beginning to

tecture.

the end of the day.

Through such examples this research aims to

If we focus mainly on the images and how the

study how the act of writing could relate to the archi-

poem is structured, the double-headed eagle

tectural object, or to take the opposite direction in

carries a crown, a sword, a sceptre and an orb,

the next example and see a Palindromic Space,

each of which becomes an individual palindromic

how an architectural object (or the object of archi-

poem, object or image [figs. 3-6]. In all of the follow-

tecture) could become an act of writing and what

ing images, the palindrome is written on the object

the actual experience of space in text and architec-

itself, as well as left to right and mirrored under-

ture is. The terms Spatial Palindromes/Palindromic

neath.

Spaces could refer to both literary and architectural
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Fig. 2: Palindrome in the form of a double-headed eagle. From Coelum Orbis Teutonici, 1745. (C) British Library self
mark: 1605/223.(3.)
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 3: Palindrome in the form of the crown. From Coelum Orbis Teutonici, 1745.
Fig. 4: Palindrome in the form of the sword. From Coelum Orbis Teutonici, 1745.
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 5: Palindrome in the form of the sceptre. From Coelum Orbis Teutonici, 1745.
Fig. 6: Palindrome in the form of the orb. From Coelum Orbis Teutonici, 1745.
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The anthology starts with the image of the eagle-

remember random poems and images, the reader

palindrome that splits in two – one body that looks

keeps in mind only one coherent image-poem, for

in two different directions. Afterwards the image

example that of the eagle, but with all its fine details.

breaks into its basic structural elements – the

The reader just has to be careful about where to

objects-symbols the eagle carries, each of which is

place these details, how to break them into indi-

in the form of a palindrome [figs. 3-6]. In the next

vidual elements and, at the end, how to bring them

image [fig. 7], all of those elements seem to return

back together. This way of structuring the pamphlet-

to their origins, taking the form of smaller birds-

poem turns reading into an ‘active’ process. To

palindromes that come from two different directions

reconstruct a poem that is experienced in a non-

to meet again under one body of one eagle, once

linear way, the reader has to move within the space

more in the form of the palindrome.

of the book and memory, forwards and backwards,
between the pages, and see, perceive, remember

Each image folds into itself and all of them fold

and recollect the letters-images, poems-objects.

into each other. Each palindrome is written on the

Consequently, reading becomes an operation that

body of the eagle, sword, sceptre or orb, becoming

involves a movement within the space of the book:

one with the object itself. All palindromes meet in the

first of the eye, which reads the words-images,

middle of each object and unfold in two directions,

and then of the mind, engaging both memory and

written in either a line, a triangular form, a curve or a

imagination to recombine letters and images as a

circle. But also the synthesis of all poems as a whole

meaningful whole. The imagined mirror of the palin-

begins from a centre to return again to a centre,

dromes demands that the reader reflect the letters

as an attempt to keep all the images-palindromes

in imagination to read the reversed palindrome.

together as a complete concept or as a unified body,

There is no mirror there: the reader must imagine

in this case the eagle. For example, the centre of the

one.

palindrome on the body of the double-headed eagle
is the letter S [fig. 8] positioned exactly on the chest

But palindromes are also used here to keep the

of the bird; from there the rest of the letters develop

space of the book together as a coherent whole.

and expand in a triangular form. In the other image

Otherwise there is the danger that these poems will

of the eagle [fig. 9], the letters of the palindrome are

be dispersed and lost within the space of the book

written so that they form a triangle focusing again

or someone’s memory. Palindromes provide the

on the letter S. At the bottom of each illustration, the

necessary force to keep letters, words or concepts

palindrome itself is reflected in its reverse image as

together both in the space of the book and in the

in a mirror [fig. 10], which already provides the text

space of someone’s memory. They operate like

with a vertical surface of reading in relation to the

the binding of the book, the reflective surface of

page, a mirror surface that cuts through the page

the mirror or like the forces of the stones that keep

and reflects its elements.

together the arches and domes that palindromes
are traditionally inscribed in in architecture.

At the end all images, from their different directions, come back to meet at the point where they

The last palindromic image of this pamphlet is

have begun: the body of the eagle or the letter

one of a dog holding a wheel [fig. 11]. The palin-

S. This is an easier way to remember the poem

drome is written both on the body of the dog and on

than if these images-poems were disassociated, a

the wheel. As a concluding image the dog, possibly

process that relates to mnemonic techniques in the

symbolizing fidelity and loyalty, is giving directions

Middle Ages and Renaissance. Instead of having to

as to how these words and images operate or
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Fig. 7: Palindromes in the form of a flock of eagles. From Coelum Orbis Teutonici, 1745.
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should be held within the mind; like a wheel or a

we have the image of a perennial fountain from

circle, whatever direction you might take, it returns

which palindromes emerge like streams of water

to itself. The reader, in order to be loyal to the opera-

from a rock. And palindromes, like water, have the

tion of the text and to the meaning of these words,

ability of returning to their origin: to the place where

should use them as a wheel, and this should be

they started, their source. Water becomes steam

his or her navigation tool within the images, poems

becomes water again, endlessly running, flowing,

and concepts. But this key or lock for memory

in a palindromic movement. These verses possibly

possibly refers also to the memory wheels devel-

were thought of as a spell against the flow of time in

oped by philosopher Ramon Llull16 (or Raymond

nature, or against oblivion in the flow of history.

Lull) (1232-1315) [fig. 12] and used widely by other
philosophers such as Bruno and Gottfried Wilhelm

There are six palindromes coming out of the

Leibniz (1646-1716). Memory wheels are combina-

fountain, or two triads in their eternal movement

tional textual machines operating within memory.

to perfection mediated by the Muses. This specific

They were made by concepts, letters or numbers

example is dedicated to the fifth Muse, Melpomene,

arranged circularly, which could rotate around a

the songstress and Muse of Tragedy, often repre-

centre and create a space of rhetoric comprising

sented holding or wearing a tragic mask. In the

multiple combinations of meaning.

same way, the palindrome borrows the form –
wears the mask – of water.18 On these streams of

The aim of this example is not to analyse further

water are written the palindromic words:

the meaning or content of these Orbis Teuctoni,
(tectonic rings, circles or spheres), but to show

Animo – Omina

how poetic devices, such as the palindrome, can

Sitimus – Sumitis

create a spatial experience of reading which moves
in more than two dimensions. It is worth noting that

These words are placed at the edges of the page

we find in literary history and in linguistic studies

in columns that reflect each other. For example, on

terms like Orbis Teuctoni, architectural mnemon-

the right we have the word Animo and on the left the

ics, concrete poetry, structural linguistics, which all

word Omina. In the centre is positioned the image

borrow from an architectural language. For an archi-

of the rock.

tect, it is fascinating to examine how these terms
(teutonic, architectural, concrete, structural) are

In many ancient ideologies the rock was a

used in another discipline. If architectural language

symbol of the centre either of the sacred city or of

is used to describe poetry, and books are organ-

the building, the point where everything starts and

ized as spaces, then what kind of relations emerge

everything returns again – we still use the expres-

when architecture uses language or text to organize

sion ‘the foundation stone’. According to Eliade:

space?

‘The fountain in this case, the rock, becomes the
bond between the cosmos and myth. Between the

As an example of a Palindromic Space in archi-

real lower world and the terrestrial … And it has

tecture, let us examine the palindromic rock and

the mystical power of regeneration.’19 And like the

fountain. The next example of the palindromic rock

centre point of palindromes, this rock is the bond

[fig. 13] comes from an eighteenth-century edition

between real and mythical time. ‘Finally because of

with anagrams, chronogram, palindromes and

its situation at the center of the cosmos, the temple

cabalistic poetic arrangements that is part of the

or the sacred city is always the meeting point of the

same collection mentioned above.17 In this case

three cosmic regions: heaven, earth and hell.’20
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Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 10
Fig. 8: Axes of symmetry and development of letters in the image/palindrome of double-headed eagle demonstrating
the dissemination and re-collection of meaning in the poem’s space. Produced by author.
Fig. 9: Axes of symmetry and development of letters in the image/palindrome of flock of eagles demonstrating the
dissemination and re-collection of meaning in the poem’s space. Produced by author.
Fig.10: Axes of symmetry and development of letters at each palindrome beneath the images. Produced by author.
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 11:		 Palindrome in the form of a dog holding a palindromic wheel. From Coelum Orbis Teutonici, 1745.
Fig. 12: Ramon Llull, memory wheel, 1305-1307. From Ars generalis ultima (Ars Magna), Turnholti,1986.
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Fig. 13: Illustration of spring with palindromes. ‘… atlas excelsus on the same subject, many curious devises …
chronograms’. From Tracts, 1743.
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Water since antiquity has been linked to the

drome and the structure of the fountain or spring

ideas of transformation, purification and cleansing,

are combined in a remarkable way. Apart from the

in both a literal and a metaphorical sense. It is not

mental effort and imaginary movement between

coincidental that the most celebrated ancient Greek

palindromes’ distinct elements, these examples

palindrome, ΝΙΨΟΝ ΑΝΟΜΗΜΑΤΑ ΜΗ ΜΟΝΑΝ

require physical movement in three-dimensional

ΟΨΙΝ (wash your sins, not only your face), refers

space in order for the palindrome to reveal its

exactly to those allegorical qualities of water.

meaning.

In the Greek example, meaning and poetic

The following two pictures [fig. 14, 15] show

structure are combined in an exceptional way and

typical examples of monastic Byzantine archi-

palindromic qualities are immediately related to

tecture from Greece. The one on the left [fig. 21],

those of water. A first reading of the Greek palindrome

from 1854, is from the medieval monastery of St

reveals a relation to the procedure of cleansing and

Prodromos in Souli.22 On the arch on top we note

purification with the mediation of water. But the

the inscription: ΝΙΨΟΝ ΑΝΟΜΗΜΑΤΑ ΜΗ ΜΟΝΑΝ

palindromic arrangement of the letters also relates

ΟΨΙΝ. The fountain is a container for the ‘holy

to the temporal, motional and metaphorical qualities

water’ used every year in the ritual of the Consecra-

of water. Like water, palindromes have the symbolic

tion of Waters. It follows the pattern of St Sophia in

meaning of death and rebirth. In their mirrored func-

Constantinople where, according to testimonies, in

tion and reversible procedure, they have the ability

the yard of the church was a spring running ‘holy

to consume their own image and meaning (like the

water’, over which was built a circular fountain with

surface of water consumed Narcissus or the peri-

the same palindromic inscription. That example

odic rebirth of Phoenix in successive circles). And

does not survive today but similar buildings exist all

as water cancels its form in nature’s reversible

over the regions of Byzantium. The second picture

procedure, the palindromes are characterized by

[fig. 15] comes from the monastery of the Genesis of

their ability to cancel meaning in their own revers-

Theotokou (mother of God) in Kuparissia.23 Accord-

ible motion. Water has often been used as an

ing to myth, the monastery was established around

illustration of time in space to represent flow of time

a spring that was discovered by accident. The water

or periodic repetition of time in recurrent events. In

was believed to be holy because on the same site

nature we meet the horizontal movement of water in

an icon was buried depicting the Virgin Mary. On top

relation to time (the waxing and waning of the sea

of this spring we can observe the same palindro-

according to the periodic movement of the moon)

mic inscription (as on St Prodromos. Those cases

or its vertical movement as water changes form,

follow the ancient Greek tradition, which contin-

from ice, to liquid, to vapour, in circles, returning to

ued in Byzantium and in the Orthodox religion. But

its origins. The stream of the river was also related

similar fountains with the palindromic inscription are

to the flow of time as first claimed in philosophy by

found all over Europe, as for example in London’s

Heraclitus: ‘This River is the river of Time. It casts

St Martin within Ludgate.

souls only upon its bank; it carries away everything
else without effort.’21

The palindrome is a linear text, a ‘chain’, which
can be expressed circularly as it connects elements

The above example (ΝΙΨΟΝ ΑΝΟΜΗΜΑΤΑ ΜΗ

in a circle first to last, second to second to last, and

ΜΟΝΑΝ ΟΨΙΝ) was often inscribed on fountains

so on, and each element has its corresponding

cyclically around the structure or in arches and

element in the chain. Domes, vaults and arches are

domes. In these cases the mechanism of the palin-

the forms that relate most to the palindromic text
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Fig. 14:

Container for the ‘holy water’, Monastery, Genesis of Theotokou (mother of God), Kuparissia, Greece, 1854.
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because each block on one side needs its corre-

themselves and always have a centre of balance,

sponding block at the other side. Each element

a mirrored surface where are reflected moments

of the construction is unique but is mirrored, both

in their temporal and motional repetition. In simple

in position and in shape. If the law is broken then

words, thresholds, passages and corridors look

the structure, both of language and of space, will

simultaneously in two, or more, different directions

collapse.

exactly like the palindrome or like the example of
the eagle mentioned above.

To conclude, the palindrome, under a tradition of
spatial writing, could be viewed more as an object

This paper started from a subject like the palin-

that operates in close relation to the building itself.

drome, that at first sight seems to be overlooked,

Very simply, when an architect or technician wants

forgotten, a curiosity or even a folly. But it seems that

to construct a dome, an arch or a staircase, he or

the palindrome is just a small part of a much wider

she has to mark stones in a palindromic way: stone

subject, a very rich tradition of spatial writing that

A left to match stone A right, stone B left to stone B

directly relates writing to architecture by using the

right, and so on. These stones could easily form a

same compositional or design methodologies. This

palindromic sequence, either marked on stone or in

tradition of spatial writing, although ancient, has not

the architects memory, and could very easily adapt

yet been researched properly in either architecture

to develop poetry’s form: a poem both for the mind

or literary studies. Each of the examples analysed

and for the site and which at the end, engraved on

here could be taken much further both in theory and

stone, would become inseparable from the object

in practice. Under a constantly developing concept

itself. The experience of the dome, arch or staircase

like Rendell’s site-writing, which sees writing as

would carry something from the experience of the

an active and critical practice for architecture, the

palindrome and vice versa, like the poetic composi-

study of a tradition of spatial writing – in which the

tion with the double-headed eagle examined before.

palindrome plays only a very small part – could
provide an insight in how to use design and text as

As it concerns palindrome’s poetic space in
reference to Baudrillard, the palindromic values

analytical and creative tools for both literature and
architecture.

in word chains focus on the links rather than the
elements themselves. Palindromes are links with
the ability to open up to a poetic space of experi-
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ence. Similarly, in architecture built ‘chains’ such
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as domes, arches, thresholds, passages and stairs
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Fig. 15:

Spring with palindromic inscription. From St Prodromos, Souli, Greece.
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